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Questions

• Is there recent natural selection in forest trees?


• At which speed does selection act?


• In which direction? Is this direction constant?



Sweep vs polygenic 
selection

Pritchard, Pickrell, Coop 2010 Current Biology



When should we expect adaptation via a highly 
polygenic response vs selective sweeps? 

• Assume a sudden shift in fitness optimum of a 
quantitative trait 


• Variables:


1) the shift size


2) the trait’s genetic complexity – ranging from the 
Mendelian to the highly polygenic extreme 


3) the distribution of fitness effect, e.g., the proportion of 
large-effect alleles. 



Answer
• sweep-like behavior is common when 

polygenicity is low, large effect alleles 
are common, and shift sizes are large 
relative to the heritable variance


• otherwise, polygenic adaptative 
responses are the norm. 

Milligan, Hayward, Sella GSA Meeting 2022



Did oaks genetically respond 
to the Little Ice Age?  

• Genomic data


• A model to separate random genetic drift from 
the response to selection 


• Climatic events that could have led to a strong 
selection pressure



The climatic event

Temperature anomaly



The Little Ice Age



The past as a source of information on the 
adaptive response of forest trees to 

climate changes
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From graphic by Ed Hawkins.   Data: from PAGES2k (and HadCRUT 4.6 for 2001- ).   Reference period: 1850-1900.
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landscape
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High mortality among tree 
species during winter 1708-1709

«	De	plus,	les	arbres,	noyers,	chataigniers	sont	entièrement	morts.	On	en	a	vus	qui	
avoient	trois	cens	ans,	par	des	titres	qu’on	trouve,	qui	sont	pourtant	morts….	et	on	a	
vu	des	forêts	entières	de	gros	chesnes	où	à	peine	s’en	trouvoit	il	qui	eussent	poussés.	»	
http://www.histoirepassion.eu/?1709-L-annee-du-grand-hiver-25-temoins-nous-racontent	
Registres	paroissiaux		1709,	Thomas,	curé	de	Bouex.	

«	Cette	année	il	neiga	et	gela	si	fort	que	les	noyers,	chesnes	et	quantités	d’autres	arbres	
furent	gelés	et	coupés	ensuite	par	les	propriétaires,	attendu	leur	inutilité.	«		

http://www.histoirepassion.eu/?1709-L-annee-du-grand-hiver-25-temoins-nous-racontent		
Registre	de	Saint-Eugène,	cité	par	Rainguet,	Jonzac,	p.	33	

	

Avila	F,	Avila	M,	1987	Revue	
géographique	des	Pyrénées	
et	du	Sud	Ouest.	58:	5-22	



The “benefit” to work with 
long-lived organisms
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Global Average Temperature Change

From graphic by Ed Hawkins.   Data: from PAGES2k (and HadCRUT 4.6 for 2001- ).   Reference period: 1850-1900.
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How to test for the response 
to LIA and more generally to 
changes in the environment?



Or, in other words how to separate 
noise (random genetic drift) from 
directional change (selection)?



The Buffalo-Coop 
model

https://vincebuffalo.com/blog/2020/08/20/the-genome-wide-signal-of-linked-selection-in-temporal-data.html
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Premises
• The polygenic nature of fitness makes detecting the 

impact of selection on genome-wide variation over short 
time-scales in sexual populations remarkably difficult.


• This is because the effect of selection on a polygenic 
trait (such as fitness) is distributed across numerous loci.


• A useful signal for understanding the genome-wide impact 
of polygenic linked selection detectable from temporal 
genomic data is the temporal auto-covariance (i.e. 
covariance between two time points) of allele frequency 
changes.



This is not a genome scan 
method!

• “Rather than aiming to find selected loci, we can 
use temporal data to quantify the genome-wide 
effects of linked selection during polygenic 
adaptation.”


Buffalo & Coop 2019



Biological meaning

These temporal covariances reflect the extent to 
which allele frequency changes in one 

generation predict changes in another due to 
shared selection pressure and associations with 

selected loci.



Linked selection and allele 
frequency trajectory 

• Selected alleles perturb the allele 
frequency trajectories of neighbouring 
neutral loci, increasing the variance 
of neutral allele frequency change 
and creating covariance between 
neutral allele frequency change 
across generations.


• In early studies the effect was 
modelled as a decrease of Ne 
(Robertson 1961).

Alan Robertson   
Photo Joe Felsenstein 



Three sources of random 
variation

Δ(pt) = ΔN(pt) + ΔM(pt) + ΔH(pt)

Var. Number 
of Offspring

Mendelian 
Segregation

Linked  
selection

Drift



Variances

Var(Δ(pt)) = Var(ΔN(pt)) + Var(ΔM(pt)) + Var(ΔH(pt))



Autocovariance in change 
in allele frequency

Temporal autocovariance caused by the persistance  
over generations of LD between neutral allele and the fitness  
of the random background. It will eventually decay.



Autocovariances

Cov(Δp2, Δp0) > 0

Classically, heritable fitness variation => decrease in Ne 
But with temporal genomic data one can quantify the contribution of heritable fitness variation



Selection on complex and highly 
polygenic traits will affect most of the 

genome

• Genetic variation of fitness   
• Polygenicity 
• Selection pressure 
• Linkage disequilibrium persisting over generations between the 

neutral allele and the fitnesses of the random genetic 
background it finds itself on. This will decay through time. 

Ingredients for linked selection: 



A method to detect selection 
at the genome level

Population

Allele frequency: pt
Time t

Population

Allele frequency: pt+Δt
Time t+Δt

Δp
Stochastic change  

or  
deterministic change 

due to selection?



Temporal covariances
Time t0

Population

Allele frequency: p1
Time t1

Δp0-1

Population

Allele frequency: p0

Time t2

Population

Allele frequency: p2

Δp1-2

Cov(Δp0-1,Δp1-2)



Time t0

Population
Allele frequency: p1

Time t1

Δp0-1

Population
Allele frequency: p0

Time t2

CovA

Population
Allele frequency: p2

Population
Allele frequency: p3

Δp1-2

Δp2-3

CovB

CovB<CovA

Covariances decay with >me due to  
recombina>on disrup>ng linkage

Temporal trends in inked selection 

Time t3



Temporal covariance in 
experimental evolution

10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	
Generations	

Braghi	N.	et	al.	2019.	Genetic	redundancy		fuels	polygenic	adaptation	in	Drosophila	Plos	Biol	17.2.	
e3000128	
Buffalo	V.,	Coop	G,	2020.	Estimating	the	genome-wide	contribution	of	selection	to	temporal	allele	
frequency	change.	PNAS	117:	20672-20680	



Proportion of variance in allele frequency 
change explained by linked selection, G(t)

G(t) averaged across replicates



Natural selection in forest 
tree species

Density 
(N/ha)

>1,000 000

 50,000 (5%)

100

Age 1

Age 12

Age 300

Natural selection

Natural selection  
+ 

Thinning

Natural selec>on at the genome level will primarily reflect natural selec>on  
occurring 300 years ago.



Three oak forests and four 
cohorts

Reno-Valdieu

Bercé

Tronçais

330	years	 160	years	 50	years	 6	years	

Saleh D, Chen, J et al. 2022. Evolution Letters. 



Data
Forest Cohort Dates to 

management 
documents

Dates according to 
dendrochronological 
data a)

Age Surface (ha) Sample 
size

Bercé B1 2003-2013 6 20 53
B2 1957 1954-1963 55 28 53
B3 1855 1856-1858 157 28 44
B4 1687 1675-1713 320 21 40

Réno-
Valdieu

R1 2001-2010 8 10 55
R2 1959 1959-1973 49 10 68
R3 1854 1820-1857 174 12 54
R4 1704 1665-1731 315 13 56

Tronçais T1 2002-2010 6 35 55
T2 1961 1953-1962 57 19 55
T3 1833 1841-1852 168 16 53
T4 1671 1654-1677 349 28 53



SNP data



Application 
to oak
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Temporal covariance trends

Bercé



Comparison 
among forests  
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Summing up

• Stronger and posi>ve covariances between temporal allelic 
frequencies during the late LIA
• Congruence between forests at contemporary >mes scales 
during the late LIA

• Weaker and even nega>ve covariances between temporal allelic 
frequencies  during recent >me periods
• Discrepancies between forests among more recent >me periods



Caveats and limitations

• Generation overlap


• Gene flow between cohorts within forests


• Gene flow from external populations



Conclusion oaks

• Rapid evolution that fluctuates as the selection 
pressure does 

• Current evolution seems to move in an opposite 
direction to that two centuries ago 

• Are old stands an evolutionary load?



General conclusion

• “Adolphe Quetelet … was one of the first to draw 
attention to the astonishing predictability of overall 
patterns made up of individually unpredictable events.”


David Spiegelhalter 


“ The art of statistics, Learning from data”
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